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Description

This function lists all the conflicts between packages in the bupaverse and other packages that you have loaded.

Usage

bupaverse_conflicts()

Value

Returns a list all the conflicts between packages in the bupaverse and other packages that you have loaded.

Examples

bupaverse_conflicts()

Description

The bupaverse logo, using ASCII or Unicode characters.

Usage

bupaverse_logo(unicode = l10n_info()$`UTF-8`)
bupaverse_packages

Details

Use `cli::ansi_strip()` to get rid of the colors.

Value

Returns a `character` representing the `bupaverse` logo.

Examples

```
bupaverse_logo()
```

bupaverse_packages  List all packages in the bupaverse

Description

List all packages in the bupaverse

Usage

```
bupaverse_packages(include_self = TRUE)
```

Arguments

```
include_self  logical (default TRUE): Include `bupaverse` in the list?
```

Value

Returns a `list` of all packages included in the `bupaverse`.

Examples

```
bupaverse_packages()
```
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